
 

 
 

FIART 33 SEAWALKER 
 

 
 

“SEMPER FIDELIS” 
 
Yacht in perfect condition, used in the summer months only, winter stoored in a warehouse, 
weekly maintenance in summer, complete with equipment of the shipyard + improvements, 
such as the replacement of one pilot seat sofa type for three individual seats, giving it a 
more sporty look, interior ceramic stove SMEG kitchen, exterior kitchen stove burner SMEG, 
anchor and chain 50 metres of stainless steel,  a spectacular yacht. 
 
YEAR   : 2019 
LENGTH OVER ALL: 10.09 m 
LENGTH  : 9.98 m 
BEAM   :         3.72 m 
WEIGHT  : 4.700 kg 
GASOIL  : 590 litres 
WATER  : 230 litres 
ENGINES  : 2 x 270 hp Volvo D4 with stern drives 
HOURS  : 510 
FLAG            : Spanish 
ANCHORED  : Marbella 
PRICE    : €350.000  
 

This information is presumably correct, but not guaranteed. 



 

 
 
 
 

FIART 33 SEAWALKER 
 
DISTRIBUTION: 
 
The exterior has a lot of space, sofa U shaped at the stern with convertible 
electrical table converting into a solarium. Bar furniture, helm and bow area 
with sunbed. Cabin with V shaped sofa with a convertible table into a double 
bed in bow and with wide bed midships and bathroom with shower and WC. 
 
 
NAVEGATION: 
 

GPS 
Screen for plotter Axiom XL16 
Automatic pilot Raymarine 
Radio VHF Garmin 
Digital chain counter 
 
 
EQUIPMENT: 
 

Hard top 
Sun shade at stern connected to hard top and carbon poles  
Teak on all the exterior deck and bathing platform  
Electric table in stern that converts into solarium  
Electric opening hatch of engine room  
Sunbathing cushion at bow  
Bow Thruster 
Inverter 220v to be able to turn on the coffee maker, hairdryer or ceramic  

stove 
Shore power 220v  
Battery charger  
Water heater 
Air conditioning, dehumidifier, hot air  
Electric WC 
Covers 
2 underwater lights 
Stainless Steel anchor and chain with windlass 
Shower in stern 

 
This information is presumably correct, but not guaranteed. 



 

 
 
 
 

FIART 33 SEAWALKER 
 
AUDIOVISUAL: 
 
Radio sound system with Bluetooth and loud speakers in exterior and interior 
TV with mirror like screen 
 
DOMESTIC: 
 
Bar furniture in exterior with ceramic hob, fridge and sink 
Fridge in the interior 
Vitro-Ceramic hob in interior 
Kitchen sink in interior       
 

 
This information is presumably correct, but not guaranteed. 

 


